
 



 

Good morning everyone!  
 
It’s a privilege to be with you this morning and thank you to The Canadian Institute for 
inviting me to join the 7th annual Alberta Power Symposium as a keynote speaker.  
 
As some of you may know, I have been with the Canadian Electricity Association for 
most of my career. I started off in Communications and have moved through almost 
every role within the organization, formally becoming the CEO in June of this year. It’s 
been a great four months and I’m looking forward to the next several years as head of 
the association.   
 
Over my 33 years at CEA, I have witnessed the substantial change in the industry – from 
the changing customer, to evolving technology to the electrification of the economy. 
You have each felt and reacted to these changes in our industry.  While consistently 
focused on quality and reliability, the shift towards a customer-focused operation is 
becoming an integral part of our sector.  
 
Almost four years ago, CEA’s Board of Directors asked staff to establish a committee 
fixated on issues of the future. The National Emerging Issues Committee has dared to 
leave the world of statistics behind and hypothesize what the future of electricity, 2040, 
may look like using four scenarios.  
 
As Karen Hutt, President and CEO of Nova Scotia noted on an episode of the CEA 
podcast, the Flux Capacitor.  
 
“The whole point of doing the scenario work was not to try to land on or get consensus 
on what the future was going to look like but create worlds that were different enough 
that you could stress test your strategy against.” 
 
While time prevents me from elaborating on each of the four electricity futures 
imagined by the NEIC at CEA, I’ll note that they range from: 

• Customers moving off the grid, generating and using their own electricity leaving 
stranded electricity assets across the country to; 

• Utilities adapting to new technology, allowing for a dynamic, market driven 
world with utilities at the helm to; 



 

• Dispatchable power from renewables is able to undercut both natural gas and 
distributed energy on economic terms creating a country of large-scale 
renewables to finally; 

• A national, integrated network of networks emerges that supports social, 
Indigenous, environmental and economic objectives.  

We’ve had a lot of fun with these scenarios over the last year. You may have seen our 
trading cards that we created to further describe the factors, which would lead to each 
of these electricity futures. At CEA, we find ourselves referencing our baseball cards 
when we see a new technology disrupting the market or change in government within 
our provinces.  
 
During National Electricity Month in June, we brought in a science fiction author to 
create characters experiencing each of these electricity futures and the impact it would 
have on their businesses, their lifestyle and their perception of energy. We went even 
further by bringing in actors to dramatize each of the four scenarios at Canada’s Science 
and Technology Museum.  
 
From a small business tool and die maker based in Winnipeg going off the grid, to a rock 
band wishing for a cross country national grid to support their needs, we were able to 
visualize the impact of electricity in 2040! I wasn’t kidding when I said we’ve had some 
fun with these electricity futures.   
 
Each of our four scenarios is driven by numerous factors related to regulatory and policy 
decisions, new technology, customers, and competitive dynamics in the marketplace – 
and each will impact electricity companies in a different way. 
 
Today, I’d like to reflect on the communities and customers electricity companies serve 
– their changing needs and demands that will impact the next 20 years on electricity 
companies. In particular I want to reflect on the concept of earning and maintaining 
social license to operate.  
 
The social license to operate refers to the level of acceptance or approval by local 
communities and stakeholders and is tied to an organization’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility and shared value creation for communities and companies operating in 
them.  
 



 

The importance of earning social license is growing and the future of electricity 
companies depends on it. As we explore the future of electricity and scenarios driven by 
public policy and customer choice, ensuring electricity companies are focused on the 
quality of service, sustainability, community investments, adopting new technologies 
and embracing renewables will continue to ensure continued permission by the public 
to operate.   
 
Failure to prioritize the evolving needs of the customer, the changing climate and social 
responsibility initiatives required to address sustainability and indigenous issues will put 
today’s electricity company, as we know it, at grave risk. 
 
The first and most obvious right to earning social license is through quality and 
reliability of service to our customers.  
 
There was a time when customers had no choice who supplied their electricity. Their 
disgruntlement towards quality of service and the cost of electricity was lost on utilities. 
CEA’s Senior Fellow David McKendry discusses the early 2000’s at CEA’s local utility, 
Hydro Ottawa and the 1000’s of customer inquiries and complaints backlogged with no 
end in sight. Today, numerous communication channels have changed the way utilities 
respond to customer concerns.  
 
Organizations have re-thought call centres and invested extensively in online power 
outage maps. In fact, during a recent tour of a control room, my colleague noted the 
inclusion of a company’s twitter feed on the operations screen at the front of the room.  
 
Control room operators now follow twitter for up to date information on outage 
response time, affected region, damaged equipment and the arrival of onsite crews. 15 
years ago, we never would have imagined that twitter would act as a source of 
information for our experts in the control room.  
 
Extensive investment in our infrastructure, be it dam refurbishment, or a pole 
replacement project have ensured a growing quality of service for Canadian customers.  
 
In fact, with 2018 as an exception (and I’ll get to this later), our SAIDI and SAIFI numbers 
across the country have never looked better. Utilities are replacing aging infrastructure 
as needed, Smart Grids allow us to manipulate the flow of electricity through a city and 
utilities are focused on customer care through a variety of outlets.  
 



 

When it comes to quality of service, things are looking good for utilities.  
 
We’ve figured out the customer… right? We are responding quicker then ever to power 
outage calls, using new modes of communication to connect with customers.  
 
We are investing in a smarter grid to improve quality.  
 
But, not so fast my friends – we need to step back and look at 2018 and what affected 
those glowing SAIDI and SAIFI numbers.  
 
Customers will continue to provide social license to utilities that are prepared to 
operate and provide resilience in a changing climate. And to the utility that makes 
them feel safe. 
 
Much of what you heard yesterday and into tomorrow will be on the changing energy 
system, driven by outside influences. Including political and social pressures.  
 
But in 2018, the climate was our focus – particularly in the decision-maker hub of 
Ottawa.  
 
Last year, major events contributed to 63 million hours of customer outages. These 
were caused by a series of bizarre weather events – some which are becoming all too 
common including wildfires in British Columbia, to flooding in Ontario and Quebec.  
 
Then of course, there were the 7 tornadoes that touched down in Ottawa causing 
370,000 customers to lose power across the National Capital Region. Then there were 
the windstorms in BC over Christmas while folks were trying to cook their turkey 
dinners.  
 
Over the past several weeks, we have seen the news out of Atlantic Canada, as 
hurricane Dorian tore a path of destruction.  Our friends at Nova Scotia Power haven’t 
seen anything like this since 2003.  
 
Safety is an essential part of an electricity companies’ operations. Both safety within the 
utility and providing a safe environment are integral to earning the social license to 
operate. During major events, that are unfortunately becoming more and more 
frequent, utilities have a responsibility to ensure public safety. If a utility is unable to 
provide that safety blanket, the customer may look elsewhere. 



 

 
We launched a national digital campaign two weeks ago to remind customers of the 
value of electricity both to them personally and to the public.  
 
As I discuss safety during extreme weather, I wanted to show this image  
 
– because without electricity, this is really just street art. But with electricity, it is a 
function that keeps us safe on the roads with our families.  
 
We can earn the social permission to operate by preparing our companies for climate 
emergencies. CEA is working closely with Natural Resources Canada to deliver 
workshops with utilities and help companies build climate change adaption plans.  
 
Emergency preparedness, building infrastructure that can withstand the test of 
tornadoes, hurricanes and more, and communicating to the public that we are 
preparing for climate change will inevitably earn social trust ensuring the electric 
utilities’ long-term future.  
 
Is it enough to earn social license by demonstrating quality of service and reliability and 
by showing emergency preparedness in the face of a changing climate?  
 
In the past, perhaps yes.  
 
However, Canadian customers demand so much more today. Earning our way into 
hearts and minds will take more than providing consistent safe, reliable power.  
 
Now, electricity companies and electricity itself must be sustainable. Is that any surprise 
with customers experiencing climate change firsthand?  
 
And so, ongoing acceptance of a company now requires business practices 
incorporate sustainability measures into their day-to-day operations.  
 
Our Canadian electricity system is among the cleanest in the world in large part due to 
the work being done at your individual companies and the evolving public policy 
landscape.   
 
Canada generates 82 percent of our electricity from non-emitting sources.  By 
comparison, Germany generates just 41 per cent of its electricity emissions-free. The 



 

United States? Thirty-one per cent. In support of Canada’s environmental goals, fully 90 
per cent of coal-fired generation will be taken offline by 2030.   
 
Canadian customers are paying attention. Our industry is clean and increasingly 
customers are recognizing that.  
 
In fact, CEA has a mandatory Sustainable Electricity program for all member companies 
and this year marks the 10th anniversary of the program.  Every year, members report 
publicly on their performance related to issues such as emissions reductions, Indigenous 
engagement, stakeholder relationships and innovation.  
 
Based on our latest performance report, electricity companies continued to drive 
Canada’s transition to a lower carbon economy in 2018 and achieved a 10 per cent 
further reduction in their direct greenhouse gas emissions. They pursued tried-and-true 
tactics such as fuel substitution and renewables integration, while also advancing 
innovation.  
 
Examples include putting captured carbon to commercially viable and environmentally 
benign uses and assessing the potential for Canadian leadership in the development of 
small modular nuclear reactors.  
 
A utility has now armed itself for the future with a focus on quality of service, building 
resilience in climate change and incorporating sustainability practices. Is there still a risk 
that customers could look elsewhere for their power supply? What about in their own 
backyard?  
 
While the shift to renewables is happening across Canada, with natural gas playing an 
important role in supplying power, especially during intermittent periods, some 
Canadian customers are taking charge of their own supply.  
 
Back in 2015, the National Energy Board noted that Canada had over 2,100 megawatts 
of installed solar capacity, which was generating 3 terawatts annually. (increased 50% 
since, to 3,040 MW in 2018) 
 
In 2015, this represented only 0.5% of Canadian consumption but this number is 
growing. Manufacturers of solar power are emerging from coast-to-coast-to-coast, 
putting the traditional utility model at risk. These consumers often called ‘prosumers’ in 



 

the industry are not granting the utilities social license – they are moving forward with 
their own generation of electricity.  
 
We can’t ignore these numbers of prosumers, no matter how small. The Canadian 
public demands much of its local utility – providing clean electricity is just another 
expectation to fulfill.   
 
I mentioned a future scenario in which customers move off the grid, leaving electricity 
companies with stranded assets across the country. If the consumer has the means and 
an electricity company has lost their social license to operate, small-scale renewables 
could be detrimental to utility models as we know them.  
 
But wait, there’s more. In 2019, social license to operate cannot be earned without 
buy-in from stakeholders on major capital projects. And in particular, ensuring 
meaningful indigenous engagement through consultation and involvement are 
integral.  
 
Over the coming decade, the total investment in Indigenous clean energy projects is 
expected to exceed $145 billion.  This will translate into income of between $280 
million and $1.3 billion for Indigenous communities in Canada. These are good news 
stories– involving partnerships you have all been involved in and we should continue to 
advance as we work towards true economic reconciliation!   
 
For Canadian companies, it begins with a simple premise: that no project affecting 
Indigenous communities should proceed– whether it is a generating station or new 
transmission line – without Indigenous involvement – either through meaningful 
consultations or as an active project partner. The public won’t allow it, the law won’t 
allow it and we shouldn’t allow it.  
 
In the electricity sector, we consider this a best practice – and one, as you know, we’ve 
been operating under for decades. Phil Fontaine, former national chief of the Assembly 
of First Nations, says, and I quote, “Much of the future development will take place on 
First Nations’ lands and territories. (This) calls for partnerships, equity positions and 
joint ventures. The old way of doing business is out the window.”  
 
Our industry’s approach is to build relationships with Indigenous communities based on 
trust, respect and mutual understanding.  Not because the courts require it.  Not 



 

because commercial interests compel it.  But because it is the right thing to do.  What’s 
more, we need the wisdom, insights and expertise Indigenous peoples bring.  
 
No one knows their lands better and no one has a closer relationship to those lands. 
And even as we benefit from their perspective, we have the chance to expand their 
opportunities.   
 
For capacity building, skills development, and economic prosperity.   
 
As an industry, we are leading the way in terms of partnerships and joint projects with 
Indigenous communities. CEA members support education opportunities, create 
employment/training partnerships, facilitate Indigenous business and economic 
partnerships and build capacity. Let me just mention a couple of the projects involving 
Indigenous partners.  
 
Right here in Alberta, Capital Power agreed to a strategic agreement with Siksika 
Resource Development Limited to jointly develop power projects on the Siksika Nation 
Reserve. The land provides an excellent opportunity to develop solar, wind, and natural 
gas projects, while providing business and employment opportunities for Siksika Nation-
owned companies.  
 
Capital Power has also partnered with First Nations businesses for their Quality Wind 
Project, where it held extensive discussions with several Indigenous groups regarding 
construction of the 142 MW Quality Wind Project located near Tumbler Ridge in 
northeastern British Columbia.  
 
Just last year, the Government of Canada provided $1.6 billion in federal funding to the 
Wataynikaneyap Transmission Project. This investment will provide clean, safe and 
reliable electricity to 16 First Nations that together represent over 14,000 Canadians. 
Watay Power is equally owned by First Nations communities (51%), in partnership with 
CEA member company Fortis (49%).  
 
Watay Power has also announced that Mishkeegogamang and Ojibway Nation of 
Saugeen legally joined the First Nations-led power project, bringing the number of First 
Nations communities who are equal owners in the project to 24.  
 
CBC did a news story on this power line project last year, which is employing dozens of 
First Nations individuals. One 24-year-old said,  



 

 
“It would mean to me that I am worth something.”  
 
The unemployment rate in the region is 7 times the nation’s average and building this 
transmission line is giving real opportunities to these communities.  
 
What’s exciting is that these represent the kinds of projects that are being built right 
across the country. All told, there are over 80 Indigenous communities that are partners 
in renewable energy projects with 100 more projects in the works.   
 
This is a remarkable level of engagement, one that few industries, if any, can match. 
Again, these projects and relationships are not going unnoticed by the public. They are 
garnering media attention and public interest and most importantly, making a 
difference.  
 
These kinds of opportunities hold the potential to change Indigenous communities for 
the better - not just for a year or two, but for decades after the projects are built – 
that’s shared value creation for the community and industry!  Ending generational 
cycles of poverty and frustration.  Developing skills and entrepreneurial capacity.  And 
creating a fundamental change in the arc of opportunity for Indigenous peoples.  
 
I can’t think of any better way to earn social license with the public than through 
developing these valuable, life-changing relationships.  
 
There will still be members of the public that want more. That’s when we lean into 
our tech-savvy, innovative and disruptive side.  
 
Two years ago, CEA introduced to Members of Parliament Canada’s first ever electricity 
Centre of Excellence. This centre features projects from across the country in various 
stages of development. These projects are customer focused, intended to stay ahead of 
the changing needs of today’s customer.  
 
I can’t very well leave Calgary without mentioning one of ENMAX’s many innovative 
projects happening right now – in the form of two-way power flow.  
 
While energy consumers on Calgary’s standard distribution network have been able to 
generate electricity from solar and sell power back to the grid for roughly a decade, 



 

there is also a highly specialized and reliable secondary network that doesn’t allow for 
two-way power flow. 
 
ENMAX is demonstrating how innovative modifications to the network’s highly 
specialized hardware, software and communication systems could allow for two-way 
power flow on a segment of the grid that has not historically been able to support it. 
 
By advancing this technology, ENMAX will give customers in urban settings more choice 
– unlocking the potential for further small-scale clean energy generation not only in 
Calgary, but in other cities that face the same challenges. 
 
Projects like ENMAX’s two way power flow secondary network will give consumers the 
opportunity to feel empowered, to participate in small scale renewables but with the aid 
of the local utility.   
 
These projects and more demonstrate we are not willing to sit on our laurels and watch 
disrupters come in and lure our customers away. We have and are preparing ourselves. 
We know they are coming, and they want in.  
 
In addition to the nearly impossible expectations of the modern-day customers to earn 
social license, electricity companies face two substantial challenges.  
 
First, they face extraordinarily complex regulations for getting infrastructure built. I’ve 
already discussed ensuring buy-in from communities on new infrastructure projects 
that are complex but worthy investments. Companies face lengthy, multi-year, 
sometimes multi-jurisdictional project environmental assessments, permitting, and 
approvals.  
 
There is fear from our sector that timelines and certainty could be further complicated 
by C-69, passed and ratified in the last Parliament. The cumulative burden of these laws 
and regulations can be overwhelming and can stifle investments in much needed 
infrastructure and associated innovation.   
 
I like to show this slide as a reflection of the regulatory burden facing our industry. Note 
that this is only an indication of the federal burden, which is added to provincial, 
regional and sometimes municipal requirements. We need to support our Canadian 
electricity companies by providing a path for innovation rather than putting up 



 

roadblocks.  I’d like to emphasize here that the regulations themselves are not the 
problem.  
 
It is cumulative impact of the regulations that adds burdens to electricity companies. 
We need to ask ourselves if an additional step makes us cleaner/safer/better enough to 
offset the burden. 
 
Finally – as I’m sure you are all aware and paying attention with three weeks out from 
our next federal election, Canadian companies must endure government policy 
unpredictability and uncertainty, both at the provincial and federal levels.  
 
In Alberta, for instance, we saw the implementation of a province wide carbon price 
under the NDP Government. This was cancelled under Premier Jason Kenney and the 
UCP. Alberta is now subject to the federal backstop legislation. And while some changes 
are to be expected, industry needs greater policy certainty and predictability so that 
they can plan ahead and meet customer expectations.   
 
This is not a partisan shot, just a recognition that increasing volatile political 
environments, with significant policy reversals and changes in the short to medium 
term make planning for the long term extremely difficult. 
 
This contributes to a challenging investment environment in the regulated electric 
utility space.  With limited opportunities for investment, coupled with lower rates of 
return compared to south of the border, is it any wonder that investments in utilities 
has tended to flow north-south? There are a number of incredibly successful Canadian 
companies, think Fortis, Algonquin/Liberty Utilities, or Emera, whose growth has come 
increasingly from outside of Canada. 
 
We need to better understand these capital flows and see what can be done to improve 
the investment climate here.  Canadians deserve nothing less 
 
The Canadian customer is demanding – and quite frankly, it's a delicate balance to 
ensure they are satisfied with their service providers.  
 
Customers require reliable, quality service, they expect immediate response to their 
concerns, they want to feel safe in a changing climate and they will investigate 
alternative choices and going off grid. They also demand sustainability measures, 
consultation with stakeholders and meaningful indigenous engagement. And finally, 



 

customers expect innovation from their electricity company despite the regulatory 
environment they operate in.   
 
Two external challenges, the regulatory burden and a challenging investment climate 
may constrain how industry leaders can respond.   
 
Earning social license to operate is a challenge.  
 
However, as I’ve been able to witness over the past 33 years, Canadian electricity 
companies are up for anything.  
 
Finally, thank you again to The Canadian Institute for bringing everyone together for 
another successful Alberta Power Symposium.   
 
 


